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Abstract:

Increasingly, store-based retailers are opening an additional online sales channel and becoming multi-channel retailers. The integration of these different channels raises the question how to redefine the strategic marketing elements and the operations, as the two channels have different constraints and require different competences. This multi-channel retailing has major impacts on the operations and the supply-chain management. Order fulfillment for the customers using the different sales channels is a key challenge, as customers are directly impacted from the performance of this process.

In this paper, we will highlight the different strategic elements and operational challenges to be addressed by a multi-channel retailer. In order to evaluate the match between a fulfillment system and a multi-channel business model, we propose a framework analyzing the overall performance of different fulfillment systems regarding the two dimensions customer expectations and economic performance.
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INTRODUCTION

A growing number of traditional store-based retailers are becoming multi-channel retailers by opening an additional online-channel to offer their customers multiple ways of buying and interaction. At the same time, former pure online-retailers are opening stores or physical pick-up points to allow their customers physical interaction and product pick-up.

Multi-channel retailing got primary attention principally in the field of multi-channel marketing (e.g. Wirtz, 2008). Marketing literature and scholarly research address multi-channel marketing mainly focusing on customer behavior on the one side (e.g. Venkatesan et al, 2007) and the conflicts between channels on the other side (e.g. Falk et al, 2007; Avery et al, 2009). Several authors (e.g. Schröder, 2005; Schobesberger, 2007; Heinemann 2008, 2009) analyze different multi-channel strategies and implications on a retailers' marketing mix.

Whereas operational implications of online retailing have received attention since the end of the 1990s (e.g. Turban et al, 2009; Swaminathan & Tayur, 2003), specific analysis of operational implications of multi-channel retailing remains scarce. Agatz et al (2008) reviewed the specific supply chain management issues of internet fulfillment in a multi-channel environment. They identified an important number of topics relevant for e-fulfillment, but recognized that there are only very few dedicated models on multi-channel retailing.

Multi-channel retailers with different business models are using different fulfillment systems to deliver the products to their customers: The online shop of the French retailer Fnac (cultural and electronics products), fnac.com, started its online activity completely separated from its store activity, with different warehouse locations and fulfillment organizations. They gradually integrated their logistics activities and are operating today a fully integrated warehouse, preparing deliveries for the stores as well as for the individual online customers. Tesco.com, the online shop of the major UK retailer Tesco, prepares the customer's orders exclusively in the Tesco store next to the customer (Smith & Sparks, 2009). So does monoprix.fr, the online shop of the French city-center supermarket chain Monoprix.

These observations suggest that a specific multi-channel business model may induce a specific, most suitable fulfillment system.

If this is the case, it should then be possible to evaluate how a fulfillment system fits a given business model.
From an operational point of view, fulfillment systems have to be mainly time- and cost-efficient. From a strategic marketing point of view, the fulfillment system has to be able to meet the customers' expectations created by the chosen business model.

We therefore propose to develop a qualitative framework to evaluate how a specific multi-channel fulfillment system matches the business model of multi-channel retailers both in terms of the expectations of their customers on the one hand and the economic performances on the other hand. This framework should serve as basis for further empirical studies.

Our paper is organized in two parts:

In the first part, we will highlight the main characteristics of multi-channel retailing and present the major elements of the retailers' strategy, the retail mix, which have to be adapted to a multi-channel retailing strategy.¹

We then will explore the specific operational challenges to be faced when operating a multi-channel activity.

This first part will be completed with the presentation of the five major multi-channel fulfillment systems used to deliver products to the customers.

In the second part, we will propose a qualitative analysis framework in order to evaluate the overall performance of a given fulfillment system, combining the two dimensions 'customer expectations' and 'economic performance'. The parameters of the framework as well as its applications will be based on the analysis of the strategic and operational challenges developed in the first part.

Applying the analysis framework to the five major fulfillment systems leads us to discuss how each of the systems impacts the different parameters.

We conclude our paper presenting managerial implications and suggested future research avenues to provide evidence if our framework is valid for our purpose.

**Methodology**

Our analysis is based on the one hand on our longitudinal industry observation of retailers’ practices, completed with the analysis of company information and press articles. Moreover,

¹ In our paper, we will concentrate on multi-channel retailers operating at least several physical stores and an online sales channel under the same brand and with the same types of products. Moreover, we focus on the distribution of physical products, as dematerialized products do not need a physical distribution. We exclude as well specific configurations (which may nonetheless be dominant in particular sectors), like delivery from manufacturers or 'complex assortments' (de Koster, 2002) with bulky items and temperature sensitive goods.
we conducted a series of interviews with French and UK senior operations managers and consultants in the retail sector. This observation allowed us to identify five major multi-channel fulfillment systems.

To be able to evaluate these fulfillment systems regarding the two dimensions 'economic performance' and 'customer expectations', we have to identify the relevant parameters to integrate into our proposed framework. To do so, we analyzed Marketing and Operations general literature and scholarly research. Exploration of the main strategy elements and operational challenges suggests number of parameters, indicating economic performance and customer expectations. We completed the identified parameters for evaluating customer expectations with dimensions from the ServQual and NetQual scales, measuring service quality perception from the customers.

These parameters of our framework will be the dependent parameters, whereas the analyzed fulfillment systems will be the independent parameters. The exploration of the strategy factors and economic performances in the first part will allow us to apply the framework to the different fulfillment models by assessing the chosen performance parameters for each of the fulfillment systems. This shall provide a global evaluation for the each of the analyzed fulfillment systems.

STRATEGY FACTORS IN MULTI-CHANNEL RETAILING

The objective of this chapter is to summarize the context of multi-channel retailing as well as the main drivers for customer expectations and economic performances, which will enable us to identify the relevant parameters to use in our proposed framework. We will first present the main characteristics of multi-channel retailing. We then will investigate how the business model of a multi-channel retailer, characterized by different elements of the retail mix, will have to be adapted to a multi-channel strategy. An exploration of the major operational challenges for a multi-channel retailer will conclude this chapter.

Multi-Channel Retailing: Characteristics & Customer Behavior

Worldwide retailing is still dominated by the traditional store retailing, as 95% of food retailing and 80% of non-food retailing is realized through physical store-based retailers (Dioux & Dupuis, 2009), and online channels still represent only a small part of the total sales of the retailers. Nevertheless, the motivation to open online sales-channels is strong due to the fact that e-commerce is realizing important annual turnover growth rates of about 30% for the
last few years, whilst most other retail forms stay stable or even decline. It is therefore interesting for a store retailer to invest in the creation of an additional online sales channel. To implement a multi-channel strategy, retailers have to decide how to adapt their business model by adjusting the elements of the retail mix. At the same time, they have to face and resolve numerous operational challenges.

In multi-channel retailing, customers expect at least the same level of service, counsel, and information on every channel (cf. Heinemann, 2008). They expect to have identical customer loyalty programs across all channels, to be able to pay and pick up in the shop a product ordered on the web site, or to be able to return and exchange a product bought on the web in a store (Berman & Thelen, 2004). This *channel hopping*, which is a legitimate desire from a customer's point of view, may nevertheless prove to be very difficult to implement for the retailer (Vanheems, 2009).

At the same time, online shoppers transfer their perception and experiences from a physical store to the website of the same brand and vice versa. Customers tend to transpose a bad experience in one channel to the other channels of the same distributor (Heinemann, 2008). As soon as their expectations are not fulfilled, they may adapt their purchasing habits, in the worst case stop buying with this retailer at all. It is therefore vital for a multi-channel retailer to make sure that every channel always meets the same level of expectations of the customers.

**Multi-Channel Retail Mix**

The Retail Mix consists of the mix of variables, including geographical location, merchandising, communication, price, services, product range and the personnel, which form the overall strategic marketing components of a retailing activity. It is the right mix of all these factors which determines if a retail concept is viable and successful.

Compared to a store retailer, the online sales channel is not only a new channel, but rather a new business model, where experiences from the traditional (*brick and mortar*) store channel may not be valid any more (Heinemann, 2008). Decisive success factors in a store like store location, sales personnel and material management in the shop are not the same success factors in an online sales channel.

Retailers which decide to open an e-commerce activity beside their existing store sales channel have to make sure that the co-existence of the two sales channels is working well. They have to decide how to adapt the different elements of the retail mix to each channel,
which product strategy to chose, which prices to apply, how to maintain a consistent image across the channels or what role to assign to each channel, to name a few (cf. Berman & Evans, 2009).

We will briefly describe the major issues of some of the most important variables of the Retail Mix, assessing their relevance and importance in the store, the online channel and the multi-channel strategy.

**Product Mix**

The product mix is the major variable determining the activity of a retailer. It establishes if a retailer is specialized in selected product categories or a generalist.

If a store based retailer opens an additional online channel, he has to decide which product mix he offers on this new channel. He can offer the identical product mix, a combination or part of his existing product mix or a completely different additional product mix on the new channel.

**Location of the stores**

A physical store's success is to a great extend influenced by its location. In order to determine if the location can attract the store's target customers, a store based retailer has to analyze socioeconomic data, transport access, mix of competitors, costs and regulation issues.

These parameters, decisive for a physical store, have generally no influence on a pure online sales channel, as access to the websites is independent from a geographical location.

In a multi-channel strategy, however, the store location remains important; the density of the store network can be an important factor for offering store pick-up, returns and after sales services in the stores for their online customers.

**Pricing**

The pricing policy applied in a store may take into consideration the environment of the store (socioeconomic characteristics of the geographical catchment area) and the price levels of the local competitors. Such a local pricing policy which can be applied in a store is incompatible with the global price transparency in an online channel and the exposure to price comparisons.

The pricing policy of a multi-channel retailer encounters specific difficulties: the global price transparency on the internet, the specific cost structures of the store and the online channel,
the existence of specific offers and the different means of payment render it difficult to apply a consistent pricing policy across all channels. Especially the price transparency makes it difficult for a retailer to offer different prices for the same product on different sales channels.

**Service, store pick-up and return**

A multi-channel service offer can be composed of special delivery options (delivery speed, delivery timing, information on order status), the exchange policy, return policy, refunding, after sales service, payment options and consumer credits.

Multi-Channel retailers can offer either to deliver the order to the customer's home or to let the customer pick-up the order in one of the stores. This service allows the customer to pick up the order whenever he likes, even sooner than with home delivery.²

Allowing customers in-store return or exchange can avoid the cost and time of returning via mail. At the same time, this offers an important possibility for the retailer to create a personal contact between the client and the sales personnel to increase customer loyalty and to generate additional sales.

**Personnel**

The sales personnel play a decisive role in stores. They welcome clients, provide counsel and advice and can influence sales. Their behavior and attitude contribute in an important way to the atmosphere and ambiance of the store and its concept.

This important parameter in a store is irrelevant in a pure online channel, except for telephone hotline contacts or the delivery service personnel.

In a multi-channel strategy, however, the store personnel have to be able to orient and counsel the client using different channels. It is very important for the client not to perceive any differences or barriers between the channels.

**Operational Challenges of Multi-Channel Retailing**

In general, the operational organization of a retailer is mainly focused on efficient store replenishment, lowering costs and shortening the product turnover time.

---

² In case of unavailable items, the retailer can chose to send the missing items directly to the customer and only reserve the available items in the store for pick-up. In this case, the customer experience will be negative, as the customer's decision to pick up his order in the store can't be fulfilled.
To offer an online channel to its customers, a retailer has to be able to manage its operations in a very different way from its physical store activity. E-fulfillment may be considered as one of the most expensive and critical operations of Internet retailers (de Koster, 2002), logistics and stock management becoming core competencies (Benghozi, 2001). Keeping stock of a high number of different references, making it available, picking and packing, sending and delivering quickly at a low cost are the numerous constraints to respect.

In the following, we will present and discuss the main operational issues, which are decisive for the overall performance of the multi-channel retailing.

**Product Availability**

Product availability is one of the most important parameters for customer satisfaction (Browne, 2009). A store customer usually can compare the products present in the store. Availability is indicated through the simple presence of a product in the store shelve. A customer can ask the sales personnel if there is any stock of the product or when it will be available again.

An online client needs to have all this information indicated on the website together with the product information. The online channel offers the possibility to display the remaining stock of a chosen product, or even, in a multi-channel context, the remaining stock and the location of the store where the product is available for testing, purchasing or withdrawal.

Displaying the availability of products or the delay of their replacement is an important marketing tool impacting the sales and influencing customer satisfaction.

**Stock keeping**

Stores usually receive deliveries either directly from the manufacturer or from one or several logistics platforms with either warehousing or cross-docking function.

As online orders may consist of different products, composing the orders from different warehouse locations may prove to be difficult and inefficient in terms of cost and delivery time. A central warehouse and fulfillment center may therefore, at a first view, be more adapted to the online channel.

However, multi-channel retailers may as well pick the items for an online order directly in the stores.

For an online order, the retailer has some flexibility where from he delivers the products to his customers, as he can use multiple stock locations and therefore offer a wider product range than the one contained in a single warehouse, as multiple channels may share their
inventories. In-store inventories can therefore be available for online customers' orders (Agatz et al, 2008).

Centralizing stock allows easier monitoring of the stock levels for different products. If a retailer is serving its online clients (totally or partially) from stock in the stores, the overall stock level on these different locations is difficult to monitor. This is the same problem for multi-channel retailers who offer the possibility to their customers to order online and withdraw the product in a nearby store.

As information on product availability is a crucial parameter for the customers buying decision, the accuracy of the stock level information is very important.

**Order taking and fulfillment**

In an online channel, the customer enters the type and number of products he wants to acquire and enters the payment information (usually done by credit cards), the online channel therefore becomes a self-service channel (Falk et al, 2007). All this information entered by the customer triggers the order preparation and fulfillment process.

Retailers once delivering their stores from centralized distribution centers (often with complete boxes or pallets) have to re-think the way orders are prepared, as their organizations are not designed for small individual customers' orders. They must therefore be reorganized to treat these orders (de Koster, 2002), implementing a process of single item picking and packing.

As mentioned above, another option for the retailer is to pick the items in the stores, where the products are available on the shelves, and to prepare the order in the shops.

Furthermore, orders may be consolidated from multiple stock locations (for example from a warehouse and a store), which needs a specific process. The more complex the fulfilment process is organized, the more difficult it becomes to respect the quality and efficiency of this process.

**Delivery to the customer**

Besides the availability of the product, the different delivery options for a product are an important parameter for the online channel client. Different delivery service levels offered like delivery in 24 hours, delivery to a pick-up point, national post service etc. are becoming a product differentiation factor of the retailer.
Delivery to the customers' homes, which is a distinctive element of an online channel, implies to deal with cost and organizational issues. The usually small transactions have to be managed and delivered in an efficient way, while respecting the promised delivery timing. The costs of the home delivery can be totally or partially paid by the customer. This becomes an important parameter of choice for the client, as no direct delivery costs appear in the store channel. On the other hand, the costs of delivery can be used as a marketing tool for special offers ("your next order free of charge") or minimum order amounts ("delivery free of charge for every order above 100 Euros").

Delivery becomes therefore a service parameter, a price parameter and a promotional parameter.

**Reverse logistic**

Store customers can usually see, touch and try the goods before purchasing. Returns are limited and very often linked to an exchange of the product, where the returned product is put back into the shelves. Defect products are reimbursed. As online customers cannot see, touch and try the products, online retailers usually offer good conditions for the customer to return the products they don't like (due to legal and regulatory obligations, but as well as part of their customer service offer). Return handling must be quick in the eyes of the customers, either to get a product exchange or to get reimbursed and the customer account re-credited. The process must as well be efficient as it is a very manual process and impacts the stock management of the returned products (Min et al, 2006).

A physical store channel can be an easy way in the customer's eyes to return the products.

**MULTI-CHANNEL FULFILLMENT SYSTEMS**

To operate the multi-channel strategy, retailers have to set up a fulfillment system to deliver products to the customers. This fulfillment system, organizing the process from order intake to delivery to the customer, has to match the business model and to reply to the operational challenges. Industry players are using different fulfillment systems, and several authors suggest typologies of fulfillment schemes, focusing on the locus of order preparation (de Koster, 2002; Durand, 2008).

Multi-channel retailing *per se* intends to offer the clients the choice where and how to order and where and how to get the products delivered.
The major choice for the client is to shop in the store or shop online. If shopping online, the client can furthermore opt for delivery at home or pick up his products in one of the retailer's stores.

The retailer has to set up a fulfillment system able to respect the client's choice of the delivery mode, either by creating a new logistics infrastructure, or using the existing one, by adapting the existing processes.

In order to be able to analyze the fulfillment systems from a customer expectation's perspective, we decided to distinguish the fulfillment systems by the delivery option chosen by the customer:

Clients may either choose the direct home delivery for their purchases completed on the online channel or choose to pick up their purchased items in a physical store of the retailer. This in-store pick-up is a delivery option only multi-channel retailers can offer and which may be chosen to 30-40% of the customers at some multi-channel retailers (Berman & Thelen, 2004).

A client going into a store in order to buy a product, searches, compares, picks the product out of the shelf and pays the product. Single-channel store shoppers may therefore not be affected by the multi-channel fulfillment organization.

1. Direct Home Delivery

Direct home delivery can be completed either by the retailer's own delivery organization, a delivery logistics provider or via an external pick-up point network. Before entering in this 'delivery pipeline', products have to be picked, prepared, packed and expedited, which can be done either in a central warehouse or distribution center, in a store, or in multiple locations (central warehouse and one or more stores).

---

3 We consider a delivery via an external pick-up-point network (usually neighborhood shops linked to a network which offers the retreat of parcels for the clients of different retailers) like a home delivery, as the fulfillment process is quite identical, with a delivery of (sometimes pre-sorted) parcels to the pick-up point network's injection hub. Although this is influencing the ease of access, this way of delivery cannot provide a contact with the retailer as in his own store.
1.1 Direct Delivery from central warehouse

Picking, preparation and packing of ordered items can be done from a central warehouse stocking the products (Figure 1.1). This central warehouse can either be a purpose-built entity to serve exclusively the online channel or the existing warehouse for the store operations (in which case the processes in the warehouse have to be adapted).

1.2 Direct Delivery from a store

Picking, preparation and packing of the ordered items can be done inside a physical store out of the shelves. In this case, operators pick the products into a specific order preparation cart from the shelves and then pack and send the completed order to the customer (Figure 1.2).

1.3 Direct Delivery after multi-stock consolidation

If the desired articles of an order are not available in one place, picking of the ordered items has to be done in a central warehouse as well as inside a physical store from the shelves. The picked items have then to be consolidated, prepared and packed in one site (Figure 1.3). In some cases, the multichannel
retailer may opt for sending the order in two different parcels, to avoid the costs and delay of the consolidation.

2 Client Pick-up in the store

A customer ordering online may choose to pick up his products in one of the retailer's stores. In this case, products have to be picked, prepared, packed and kept ready for pick-up in the store.

2.1 Direct in-store order preparation

If all the products of the customer's order are available in the store chosen by the customer to pick-up, the picking, preparation and packing of the order can be done immediately in the store (Figure 2.1).

2.2 In-store order consolidation from multiple stocks

If some of the products of the customer's order are not available in the store chosen by the customer for pick-up, the unavailable items must be ordered from the central warehouse (or other stores) to complete the order. The preparation and packing of the order can be done only after consolidation of all items in the store (Figure 2.2).

(A specific case of this in-store order consolidation can be a complete order preparation in a central warehouse sent to the store only to be picked up by the customer, without further adding any product in the store).

Figure 2.1: Direct in-store order-preparation

Figure 2.2: In-store order consolidation from multiple stocks
THE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

In this part, we will first determine the parameters to integrate in our proposed framework. We then will apply this framework to the five abovementioned fulfillment systems and discuss the results. We will conclude this part discussing the limitations of the framework, suggestions for further research and managerial implications.

Customer expectations and economic performance

Having analyzed the main strategy factors and operational challenges, and identified the five major fulfillment systems, we now have to determine the parameters to include into our proposed framework in order to evaluate these fulfillment systems.

The different fulfillment systems lead to different levels of complexity, of costs and of product availability and therefore different levels of customer satisfaction and economic performance.

To explore how a fulfillment system fits a given business model, we have to evaluate the overall performance of the different multi-channel fulfillment systems, combining the two angles of analysis: On the one hand, we analyze to which extent a given fulfillment system is able to meet the customer expectations. On the other hand, we analyze the economic performance of each model.

In our proposed framework, we will confront the different fulfillment systems to several parameters which are relevant for the customer expectations and the economic performance. The fulfillment systems may be considered as the independent variables of our analysis, whereas the different parameters of our framework represent the dependent variables.

The identification of these parameters results from the exploration of the main strategy elements and operational challenges.

Concerning the economic performances of fulfillment, we propose to assess different dimensions of the overall fulfillment efficiency, combining widely used indicators to describe logistics and fulfillment performances (e.g. in Agatz et al, 2008):

- Stock efficiency (indicating reliable sales forecasts and optimized product replenishment to reduce stock-risk, capability of monitoring stock levels across different stock locations and the capability of balancing stock between different locations)

- Picking efficiency (indicating efficient organization of stock and picking zones for picking and order preparation)
- **Delivery cost efficiency** (indicating the total cost of delivery from the stock(s) to the customers' home or to the desired store for pick-up)

- **Channel organization efficiency** (indicating the information exchange between sales channels and real time availability of data)

- **Fulfillment infrastructure costs** (indicating the necessary investments, rents or outsourcing costs for the fulfillment infrastructure)

- **Return handling efficiency** (indicating the speed and quality of the return handling process, from product reception to exchange or reimbursement for the client)

Analysis in the first part of this paper suggests three parameters indicating the customer expectations:

- **Product availability** (indicating the availability of the desired products)

- **Speed of delivery** (indicating the time between the order placement and the reception of the products by the customers)

- **Ease of access and return of products** (indicating the ease for a client either to get the products delivered/to pick them up or to return/exchange the products received)

In order to assess more precisely how a fulfillment system corresponds to the customer expectations, we completed these parameters with parameters from the ServQual framework, developed by Parasuraman et al (1988) to measure service quality. Nevertheless, this traditional service quality may not be applicable in an online environment (Parasuraman et al, 2005). Bressolles (2006) developed the NetQual framework to specifically assess electronic service quality.

As multi-channel retailing provides both 'traditional' and 'online' service experiences, we have to combine these two approaches in order to identify all the relevant dimensions to customer expectations and retain only those which may be directly impacted by the fulfillment model. Therefore, we selected the following dimensions out of the ServQual and NetQual scales for our analysis:

- **Quality and quantity of information** (NetQual) (indicating the availability and correctness of the information provided in terms of product availability, stock level, delivery times etc. either on the website or in the stores)
- **Reliability and respect of commitments** (*ServQual & NetQual*) (indicating the ability to deliver the products in terms of quantity, price, description and timing)

- **Offer** (*NetQual*) (indicating the lengths and the width of the product range available on the different channels)

- **Assurance** (*ServQual*) (indicating the competence and friendliness of the personnel usually in the store for buying, pick-up and exchange transactions of the client).

We did not retain those dimensions having only an indirect link with the fulfillment systems. These elements constitute the analysis framework we propose to analyze the overall performance of specific fulfillment systems.

**Application of the Analysis Framework**

We are now able to apply this proposed framework to the five identified fulfillment systems according to our objective to evaluate the fit between a multi-channel retailer's business model and a specific fulfillment system.

To be able to analyze each of the abovementioned fulfillment systems, we will explore the sensitivity of each of the parameters regarding the main characteristics of the different fulfillment systems. We apply numerical scores to each parameter, depending if the efficiency of this parameter is high (2), medium (1) or low (0). This qualitative evaluation, based on the discussion of the different elements of the retail mix and the operational challenges, aims to compare the relative efficiency of one parameter in different fulfillment systems. We do not intend to provide an absolute performance test.

**Quality and Quantity of Information**

Customers expect correct information, especially on pricing and delivery costs of the different channels, but as well on other parameters like product availability, speed of delivery and product characteristics. The retailer's challenge is always to have the right information available on every channel.

---

4 Each of the above identified parameters expressing customer expectations and economic performance of a specific fulfillment system has multiple implications on other parameters. It is to retain that these parameters may be interdependent (e.g. the width of the product offer impacts the product availability, the picking efficiency and the fulfillment infrastructure costs).
Using a centralized stock provides the highest chance to have the right information available (score: 2), whereas an order preparation from stores induces the problem of obtaining the right information on the store stock level (score: 1). If the order preparation has to be completed on several stock locations (central warehouse and stores), it is very difficult to obtain correct information and the quality of information may be low (score: 0).

**Reliability and Respect of commitments**

Customers expect retailers to keep their promises, especially in terms of delivery time and delivery service. Central warehouse order preparation should facilitate this, as the quality of information is high and the fulfillment process can be optimized (score: 2). Order preparation in the stores suffers from difficulties in keeping a real-time stock level of all the products. Therefore, store preparation may guarantee only a medium level of reliability and respect of commitments (score: 1), whereas multi-stock order preparation may only provide a low level (score: 0).

**Offer**

Customers expect to find the offer they expect on every channel, a large or narrow product range with the appropriate depth of assortment. The retailer has to make sure to be able to offer the products customers expect on every channel.

Order fulfillment at a central warehouse or from multiple stocks should be capable to provide the entire range of the products (both score: 2), order preparation at the store is limited to the only product assortment in stock at the store (score: 0).

**Product availability**

The customer expects that the products he intends to buy are available in the channel he desires to use.

A central warehouse order preparation may provide only a medium level of product availability (score: 1) compared to the other options, as the availability depends on the stock keeping and forecasting precision of this single warehouse. Stores can only guarantee a low level of product availability because of the small number of stock for every referenced product and the continuous buying from customers in the store (score: 0).

Multi-stock order preparation may use the stock of different entities (stores and central warehouse) and therefore guarantee a very high level of product availability (score: 2), especially in case of a high number of articles per customer order.
Speed of delivery

Customers usually expect a rapid delivery of the products they bought and to be informed about the delivery timing. Retailers therefore have to implement a fast and reliable delivery process, which may imply an external delivery service provider.

A central warehouse usually needs to bridge the distance to the final customer, which may be long and therefore time-consuming. A medium level of speed of delivery may therefore be guaranteed (score: 1). As stores are closer to the final customer, the speed of delivery can be high when orders are prepared in the store (score: 2). Orders prepared from multiple stock locations need a long time to be consolidated and can therefore only provide a low relative delivery speed (score: 0).

Ease of access and return of products

Customers expect easy access to the retailer to either pick up the products ordered or to return or exchange a product in case of dissatisfaction.

Home delivery from a central warehouse may make returns and exchange difficult for customers (score: 0), who have to use a postal service for returning the products (except in the case the retailer owns a quite dense network of stores and the store channel is fully integrated to handle returns and exchange from the online channel). Order preparation in the store is usually done in the store closest to the customer. This store is therefore easy to access for the customer (score: 2). Multi-stock preparation can only provide a medium level of ease of access and return (score: 1). Although the customer can return a product to the closest store, exchange can be impossible if the products to be exchanged are only available at another stock location.

Assurance

The customers expect competent and friendly personnel in the store for buying, picking up their orders, return or exchange. The same expectation may apply for the personnel on telephone customer hotlines or the delivery personnel. These functions being very often outsourced (especially the latter), retailers have to focus on their own sales personnel and make sure they provide the level of assurance the customer is expecting by providing the same information to all channels. The assurance of the personnel can only be provided in the case of order pick-up of the customer in the stores (score: 2; other option scores: 0).
**Stock efficiency**

For the retailer, the efficiency of stock management is crucial for numerous reasons. Stock keeping and monitoring of stock levels, balancing between different stock locations and the forecasting of sales and product reorders influence the availability of the products and therefore the sales. Efficient stock handling is as well an important cost element.

Central stock management can provide a high level of efficiency (score: 2), whereas a store can only provide a medium efficiency (score: 1) because of the low number of products per article and the continuous stock movement due to customers purchases out of the shelves. The handling of multiple stocks in the fulfillment process is the least efficient (score: 0).

**Picking efficiency**

The picking of products out of stock to prepare the customer's order is the key process of the overall fulfillment process, representing a very important part of the warehouse operating costs. This process is nevertheless transparent to the customer.

A central warehouse can be organized in a way to optimize the picking process by planning and reducing the way picking operators have to go during the process (score: 2). Depending on the volumes and the type of articles, it is possible to split the stock for whole cartons or open cartons picking or separate zones for stocking and picking. This optimization cannot be provided in a store or in multiple stock sites (scores: 0). Stores' layouts and product locations are planned to make the customer spend the maximum time in the store and not to optimize the picking (de Koster, 2002).

**Delivery cost efficiency**

Customers expect to pay the lowest extra cost possible for the delivery of their online orders and the retailer has to reduce the overall cost of the delivery.

Delivery of orders prepared in a central warehouse has always to include the transport to the customer's home and therefore only achieve a medium efficiency (score: 1) compared to the delivery from a store (score: 2), where the distance to the final customer is short. Pick-up by the customer from the store where the order was prepared is the less costly way of delivery for the retailer. Any delivery from an order prepared in multiple stock locations (for home delivery or to a store for pick-up) is least efficient (score: 0), as the consolidation process of the order implies multiple costs of handling and transportation.
Channel organization efficiency

As stated above, customers want to be able to use different channels simultaneously. A retailer has therefore to manage all the channels in an integrated manner. Preparing orders for home delivery from a central warehouse is the simplest and most efficient organization (score: 2). Order preparation in the store involves the online and the store channel in the fulfillment process, therefore adding a level of complexity (score: 1). Multi-stock preparation adds further complexity, being therefore the most difficult solution to achieve an efficient channel organization (score: 0).

Fulfillment infrastructure costs

The fulfillment process may generate important investment costs, when a specific site is built as the stock and the distribution center, or if the design and the organization of an existing facility have to be modified. Renting or outsourcing this infrastructure generates additional costs as well.

A central warehouse order preparation generates a high infrastructure cost (score: 0), whereas the store preparation generates the lowest additional infrastructure costs (score: 2). Order preparation from multiple stocks may generate medium additional infrastructure costs (score: 1) to organize the consolidation of the orders.

Return handling efficiency

Customers expect their returns to be processed quickly, to receive an exchange product or to get reimbursed the purchasing price. The retailer must therefore provide a quick and efficient return handling process.

A central warehouse enables creation of optimized return processing (score: 2) to check the returns, repack and restock them and send the exchange items to the customers. Multi-stock fulfillment can only provide a lower rate of return efficiency (score: 1), as the returned items arrive in different locations and the exchange items may only be available on different stock locations. For a store it is very difficult to offer an optimized return process (score: 0), especially when returned products are not part of the store's product offer.

We can therefore summarize the impacts of the different fulfillment systems on the different parameters as follows (Figure 3):
Figure 3: The Analysis Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fulfillment system</th>
<th>Home Delivery</th>
<th>Customer Store Pick-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer Expectations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and quantity of information</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability and respect of commitments</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product availability</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of delivery</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of access and return of products</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock efficiency</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking efficiency</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery cost efficiency</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel organization efficiency</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Medium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment infrastructure costs efficiency</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return handling efficiency</td>
<td>High (2)</td>
<td>Low (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Score Customer expectations | 7 | 6 | 5 | 8 | 7 |
| Total Score Economic performance | 9 | 6 | 2 | 6 | 2 |
| Total | 16 | 12 | 7 | 14 | 9 |

This indicates several results:

- Home delivery from a central warehouse (System 1.1) is the fulfillment system best meeting the combination of the two dimensions customer expectations and economic performance, providing a total score of 16. This system provides the highest score in economic performance (9) and the second highest score in customer expectations (7).

- Customer pick-up after preparation in the store (system 2.1) provides the highest score in customer expectation (8) and a medium score in economic performance (6). The overall performance of this system is second best (total score of 14).

- Home delivery after store preparation (system 1.2) provides medium scores in customer expectations (6) and economic performance (6), ranking third best in the overall score (12).

- Any fulfillment system implying the order preparation out of multiple stocks appears to be less efficient: If the order is picked up by the customer (system 2.2), the total score is 9, if the
order is delivered at home (system 1.3), the total score is only 7. In terms of economic performance, these two systems provide the lowest score (2).

- Economic performances of order preparation in the store or from multiple stocks are identical for both home delivery or in-store pick up by the customer. The difference in customer expectations (difference of 2) results from the possibility to have a personal contact with the customer, therefore responding to the customer expectation of 'Assurance', which can only be provided in a store.

**DISCUSSION, MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RESEARCH AVENUES**

The qualitative analysis of the different fulfillment systems and their impact on customer expectations and economic performance reveals that different fulfillment systems can provide high overall performance levels in terms of customer expectations and economic performance.

The framework shows that orders for home delivery prepared in a central warehouse present only a slightly higher overall performance than an order prepared in a store for customer store-pick-up.

A retailer has to assess the importance of each of the analyzed parameters for his specific retail mix and to optimize the trade-offs between channel fulfillment synergies and specific needs on different channels. Depending on the product mix between food and non-food products, the width of product assortment and the characteristics of the existing store network, specific solutions may be more appropriate than others to fit with a specific business model.

Whereas proximity to customers is best achieved through a store network, stores add complexity on different levels in the fulfillment process which affect timing, costs and reliability.

Multi-stock consolidation seems to be always by far the less efficient model, regarding the customer expectations and the economic performance. This corresponds to the three initially mentioned multi-channel retailers: Fnac abandoned the multi-stock preparation and completely integrated their fulfillment for the different channels, and neither Tesco nor Monoprix apply a multi-stock solution, whilst optimizing the in-store order preparation.
Our proposed framework could prove useful for multi-channel retailers in various ways: It provides a tool to evaluate the chosen fulfillment system and therefore identifying improvement potentials on specific parameters.

It could also provide helpful to measure customer satisfaction. Moreover, it should clearly be useful in anticipating the needs for fulfillment systems when planning to implement a multi-channel strategy.

The proposed qualitative framework should be further validated by conducting supplementary empirical analysis, although it may be difficult to compare economic performances and customer expectations of different fulfillment systems in a same company. Another difficulty may be to isolate the impacts of the supply chain from other impacts (marketing, pricing, product policy etc.).

A limitation of our framework is the fact that it does not assess the interdependencies between the different dependent parameters, but only focuses on one major impact at a time.

A first step to further back this framework could be to conduct a dynamic analysis through a simulation, testing values for the different parameters of the analysis framework.

Research could aim to find evidence if there is an 'optimum' fulfillment system for every multi-channel retailer. Such an optimal model could be defined depending on different independent variables like product assortment, average number of items per shopping basket, value of products, product characteristics, degree of channel integration etc. This would also include an analysis of the trade-off between cost- and customer service level optimization.

Such a research could as well reveal that there is no optimum model, but just a set of independent and non stabilized models evolving quickly as the retailers' strategy mix evolves.
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